Learn firsthand about water science and analytical chemistry! Come join our team at the Water Sciences Lab as a student intern.

Description

The laboratory intern will assist staff in
- sample preparation methods
- routine analytical procedures
- general laboratory housekeeping

Students are trained on standard laboratory methods and good laboratory practices. If time allows, there will be opportunities to explore more specialized analytical procedures. Laboratory assistants always work under the direct supervision of staff. These are generally paid internships.

Qualifications include current major in a science or engineering field. Chemistry background is desirable.

Email your resume and cover letter to:
WSL Director, Dr. Dan Snow, at dsnow1@unl.edu
WSL Research Lab Manager, Dr. Tania Biswas at sbiswas8@unl.edu

Or, apply to our internship position on Handshake:
https://app.joinhandshake.com/jobs/3437464/edit?initial_page=4